Get yourself PSN Connected in order to retain access to GCF Services such as secure mail relay (.gcsx.gov.uk), collaboration tools and access to shared data resources such as DWP's CIS and MoJ's LIBRA.

PROTECT EVERYTHING AND STAY PSN COMPLIANT

The retirement of GCF (GSI, GCSX, GSX, GSE) connectivity means that your organisation will need to obtain PSN connectivity and transition soon.

**SAFENET AUTHENTICATION SERVICE**
as easy as pie...

01 AUTOMATE EVERYTHING
From provisioning through self-enrolment to reporting and alarming the process can be fully automated, reducing overheads and increasing efficiencies.

02 ADMINISTRATION
Give power and offer flexible support with delegated administration and localisation within business units and departments.

03 SAVE MONEY
Reduce help desk calls through self-service, cut management costs through automation.

04 EASY MIGRATION
Endless your investment by using existing tokens leading to a zero touch migration.

05 PROTECT EVERYTHING
From traditional network applications such as VPNs to cloud and SaaS based applications.

06 PROTECT EVERYONE
Protect your investment with hard and soft tokens available there are tokens for all requirements.

**GET YOURSELF PSN CONNECTED** in order to retain access to GCF Services such as secure mail relay (.gcsx.gov.uk), collaboration tools and access to shared data resources such as DWP’s CIS and MoJ’s LIBRA.

**PROTECT EVERYTHING AND STAY PSN COMPLIANT**

433 PRINCIPAL AUTHORITIES in the UK are eligible for migration to PSN

- 55 UNITARY AUTHORITIES
- 36 METROPOLITAN BOROUGHS
- 32 LONDON BOROUGHS
- 32 SCOTTISH UNITARY AUTHORITIES
- 27 COUNTY COUNCILS
- 26 NORTHERN IRELAND DISTRICTS
- 22 WALES UNITARY AUTHORITIES

**TIME IS RUNNING OUT...**

Don’t Miss Out

Situated in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland source: www.fireservice.co.uk/history

* City of London and Isles of Scilly are non-party based authorities.*